
3 R D  A N N U A L  R E T R E A T

MARCH 15-17, 2019

7415 E ELBOW BEND, CAREFREE, AZ 85377

Sky Above Me 
Earth Below Me 
Fire Within Me 

 
Register Today!

$100 to Save Your Spot & Begin Your Journey! 
Bring a Friend and Save $50! 

info@fitnessfest.org

Includes 2 Nights, 
6 Meals & All Sessions

DesertMoonEndeavors.com 
(480) 461-3888



RETREAT SCHEDULE

3:00pm – Check-In 
 
4:00 – 5:30pm – Introductions & Intentions 
Setting your intentions for the weekend is an important 
part of your retreat experience. This introductory session 
will create a safe environment where everyone can bond, 
feel trust, feel love, and feel comfortable opening up when 
ready. It’s a nice way to break the ice and get to know one 
another. Goals and intentions for life also seem to surface 
here! There is no pressure to share, as sometimes we just 
want to sit, listen, and process what is going on around us. 
 
6:00 – 8:00pm – Breaking Bread (dinner) 
Gather in the kitchen to create a healthy meal that feeds 
our bodies and fuels camaraderie! We will share beverages, 
appetizers, a main course, and dessert. Help with the 
preparation and enjoy a glass of wine or Kombucha. 
Cooking together is an excellent start to our weekend! 

Friday, March 15 Kristi Anderson is the owner and founder of 
Ida Pingala Yoga. She has spent her 20-year 
career deeply involved in the world of yoga, 
sound healing, energy healing, and senior 
fitness. A successful leader, Kristi has guided 
numerous instructors to reach their own 
personal greatness and has served as 
manager and coordinator for several health 
clubs nationwide. She holds specialty 
certifications in Gong, Hatha Gong™, Tuning 
Fork Therapy™, Yoga, Reiki (Level 3), Pilates, 
Crystal Dreaming™, kickboxing, Body 
Balance™, Drums Alive™, senior fitness and 
kids fitness. Kristi became a Gong Master in 
2013. She is one of 16 Aquarian Gong Masters 
in the world.

Saturday, March 16
7:00 – 8:00am – Awakening your Light / Kristi Anderson 
Inside each of us is a brilliant light and vitality. This light 
fuels digestion, creativity, and the immune system; 
however, due to stress and negative patterns in our lives, 
this light can become dormant. This dormant energy is held 
deep within the pelvis and abdomen waiting to be released. 
This Hatha-style yoga practice will allow you to release and 
use your energy to support you. You will use the Vinyasa 
flow to navigate from standing posture to standing posture. 
The Vinyasa will keep your body warm and your heart rate 
elevated, which allows you to move more deeply into your 
postures. This is a time to let go of judgement, expectation, 
and competition while you tap into the deep resources of 
your own energy. This dynamic practice is for all levels and 
is designed to get you up and moving. 
 
8:00 – 9:00am – Breakfast (included on-site) 
 
9:00 – 11:00am – Change: Why Everyone Secretly Wants to 
and Most Never Will / Maya Nahra 
Do you know deep down you have more to do, give, be and 
have in this lifetime than the level you're at now? Do you 
know in your heart that the job you're in now isn't what 
you really want to be doing? Do you really need to change 
your health, but you're afraid you've tried everything and 
nothing has worked? Is stress, anxiety, or depression an 
everyday way of life and you think this is just how life is? 
Or, are you in a relationship - of any kind - that is no 
longer serving you, but you can't seem to end it? Humans 
are wired for expansion and growth, making change a 
necessary part of our evolution toward our highest 
potential. So why is it that we have more information than 
we've ever had before, and we can't seem to make the 
changes we want to make for ourselves and our life? Learn 
how and why habitual thoughts, emotions, and behaviors 
keep us from what we want most. Explore how to begin to 
break the cycle for positive change. 
 
12:00 – 1:00pm – Lunch (included on-site) 

1:00 – 3:00pm – Creating Miracles / Jennifer Emperador 
A little magic can take you a long way! Learn how to live the life 
you want with interactive tools that can help you create a life 
filled with miracles. In this workshop, you will: 
-Understand the power of your presence 
-Explore your personal journey with your “why” 
-Acquire a deeper understanding of manifesting your dreams 
-Anchor your intentions with sound healing and meditation 
 
3:00 - 6:00pm - Labyrinth Ceremony, Gong Meditation, 
Coloring & Tea / Retreat Speakers 
6:00 - 7:00pm – Dinner (included on-site) 
 
7:30 – 9:30pm – Vision Board Party (materials provided) 
Get comfy and relax with everyone while we create vision boards! 

Sunday, March 17
8:00 - 9:00am - Breakfast (included on-site) 
 
9:15 - 10:30am - Reconnect with Self / Kristi Anderson 
Our morning yin-style practice will focus on listening to our 
inner voice and finding a mindful connection to ourselves. Yin 
is a quiet, more reflective and integrative practice with floor 
postures that are held passively for several minutes. With the 
support of your breath, you will settle into your physical body 
and listen. This is an all-level practice. 
 
10:30 - 12:00pm - Riding the Waves of Life / Sue Kagel 
Life has its up and downs. The more you can surf the waves, 
the better your resilience. No matter how positive we are, all 
aspects of stress can take a toll. In this session, we will create 
resilience through an integrative/holistic energy approach 
that addresses the whole person: body, mind, emotions, and 
spirit. Sue will introduce a variety of energy-based 
techniques, including Healing Touch, HeartMath, 
Whee!, meditation, and many more pearls to keep you 
afloat! You will feel relaxed, clear, energized, and armed for 
the world! 
 
12:00 - 1:00pm - Lunch (included on-site) 
 
1:00- 2:30pm - Sacred Centers of the Self / Iz Wyrd 
This workshop is intended to awaken and inspire a 
connection to our Sacred Centers held within our Chakra 
System. Chakras are the seven main energy centers located 
along our spine. Like a rainbow bridge of consciousness, 
these energetic hot spots house powerful archetypal 
information that relates directly to the health of our physical, 
mental, emotional and spiritual bodies. Part lecture, part 
experiential workshop, Izzi will lead us in a unique discovery 
of our Chakras through a variety of techniques designed to 
tap into all of the senses. There will be opportunity to reflect, 
write, and explore healing prompts from deep within! 
 
2:30 - 3:30pm - Closing Ceremony / Jennifer & Iz  
After a weekend devoted to emotions, feelings, and new 
experiences, your head may be spinning and your heart 
healing. It doesn’t end here! Let’s wrap up our thoughts and 
plan what’s next. Iz and Jennifer will lead the closing 
ceremony using a talking stick to reflect and share. 

RETREAT SPEAKERS

Maya Nahra is founder and CEO of Nuuaria, 
a center for permanent habit and behavior 
change that is designed for people who have 
tried it all, feel overwhelmed, and don’t 
believe anything else will work for them… 
BUT they aren’t quite ready to give up. 
Nuuaria helps people create physical, 
emotional and relational well-being so that 
they can live their best life feeling good, 
happy, healthy and whole. Maya is also a 
behavioral registered dietitian, the Food and 
Nutrition Contributor for 3TV Arizona, a 
writer, speaker, and a student and teacher of 
human change. She lives the nomad lifestyle 
and is a lover of all things wine.

Iz Wyrd is a Creativity Alchemist and 
Medicine Woman weaving a tapestry of many 
colors. Iz brings a special magic into the 
ceremonial mix with gifts of Sound Healing, 
Plant Medicine, Yoga, Chakras, Astrology, 
Kitchen Witchery and Art channeled through 
the power of the Wyrd. She completed her 
Yoga Teacher Training at the Southwest 
Institute of Healing Arts and is a Botanical 
Pharmacy Instructor at the Botanica School 
of Western Herbalism in Tempe, AZ.  She’s 
also a co-host for the annual Radical 
Womyn’s Retreat, the Everyday Goddess 
Retreat, and the Mystical Mama Retreat. 

Jennifer Emperador is the founder of Sol 
Discovery and an instructor at The Southwest 
Institute of Healing Arts (SWIHA) and Spirit of 
Yoga. She specializes in the healing of trauma 
and PTS(D) and has helped her clients reclaim 
their lives through the integration of 
emotional regulation, energy work, 
hypnotherapy, mindfulness, resiliency, and 
somatic psychotherapy techniques. Jennifer 
has a Bachelor of Arts in Sociology from 
Arizona State University and is in pursuit of 
her Clinical Hypnotherapy certificate. She is 
also a Yoga Teacher, Usui Reiki Master, EFT 
Practitioner, Pranic Healing Practitioner and 
Bars Access Consciousness Practitioner.

Sue Kagel is a Healing Touch Practitioner at 
Canyon Ranch in Tucson, AZ. She earned her 
nursing degree at University of Wisconsin 
and has been a practicing nurse for over 30 
years. She has completed and maintained 
certifications in Healing Touch for over 20 
years as both a practitioner and instructor. 
Sue is also an adjunct faculty member of 
Andrew Weil’s program at the Arizona 
Center of Integrative Medicine at the 
University of Arizona, co-author of a NIH 
research grant using Healing Touch in the 
NICU with stressed neonates, past president 
of Healing Touch International, and co- 
author of Healing Touch Advancing Life 
through Energy Therapy (2014).


